
 
 
 
 

RFP #18-007 - Coffee Products, Equipment & Training 
Questions & Answers 

 
 
Q. Would you please provide a list of vendors who have submitted Appendix K, intent to 

participate in coffee taste test and bid process? 
 
A. No, we are not able to share this information.                                        
 
Q. Regarding section 4.16 and page 35 appendix I, both refer to sections from 6.3 to 6.16.  

Please provide clarification. 
 
A. Both section 4.16 and page 35 appendix I should refer to section “5.3 to 5.16”.   
 
Q. Page 25, section #6, Award/Evaluation criteria, second bullet, Local sales and use tax.  

Are you asking for how much our company pays in Kittitas County sales and use tax 
annually? 

 
A. We are not asking for how much each company pays in sales and use tax. Section #6 is 

the Award/Evaluation Criteria that will be used to evaluate each bid response 
submitted.  Vendors do not respond to the information contained in this section. 
 

Q. For coffee delivery, will you require and actually physical delivery every week, or will 
shipping through and accepted carrier (UPS, Fedex, US Postal, etc.) suffice?  For returns 
would you also consider automated return labels? 
 

A. Items can be shipped thru an accepted carrier. However deliveries can only be made 
Mon- Friday from 7:00am – 4:00 pm and FOB. 

 
Q. For supporting products (cups, coffee filters, syrups, etc.), we do not supply any 

refrigerated items (such as milk).  We do not see this explicitly asked for in the bid, but 
wanted to ensure there isn’t an expectation for it. 

 
A. No, Milk is not part of the bid; we get milk thru the University. 
 
Q. Would all training for coffee (mainly training for use of espresso machines) be expected 

to be supplied at no charge?  Or just the initial training on the brewing equipment we 
supply? 

A. Initial training on all brewing equipment supplied by the vendor would need to be 
provided. If the vendor requires a special setting on our Espresso machines or prefer 
that the shots be prepared and poured a certain way, then they would be expected to 
provide ongoing training for our staff and student employees. 

 



 
Q. For dispensing equipment:  
 

• FETCO-CBS-31E did not come up as a valid model.  Could you please provide a 
description? 
 

A. The equipment model at the President’s House location (Appendix E) is CBS -31A, single 
brewer for an airpot with a hot water spout. 

 
• While you list out Airpots as well as brewers, they are stated to be in different 

locations.  Is the expectation for each brewer to come with their respective 
serves/airpots? 
 

A. All brewers would come with airpots sized for the assigned equipment. 
 

• For the Fetco CVS-2132XTS/2131XTS, these models are a bit more automated than the 
others in this list.  Would you want to maintain this level of automation, or would a 
device with similar output but less features suffice? 

 
A. The location with the Fetco CVs-2132xtc would like to continue with that type of 

machine. 
 
Q. For the requirements for the fair trade organic coffee, does the coffee just need to be 

sourced as fair trade organic (coffee will have organic certification paperwork) and 
roasted as a completely organic product?  Or will the roaster be required to have 
Organic certification? 

 
A. The business needs to be organic certified through the Washington State Department of 

Agriculture.  


